
EASTERN UNIVERSITY, SRI LANKA

FIRST EXAMINATION IN AGRICULTURE -2A1,/2OI3
sEcoND SaMESTER (JULY, 20ts)

TT I2OI - INFORMATION AFID COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY

(Practical)

(PROPER & REPEAT)

all questions Time: 2 Hours

o Create a Folder on the Desktop and name it with your index number. Save all your work

files for all the questions into this folder. The answers that are not found in the above said

folder will not be marked.

o Make sure that all your work files are copied by the examiners before leaving the

examination hall.

Create the following document using MS Word and save it as "Questionf into the folder

created as per the instructions above. Insert "Faculty of Agriculture" at the center of the

"header" and "Your-rndex number " at the center of the o'footero' of the document.
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BULLETED/ NAMBERED LIST: (10 marks)

(One) Cornputer System
(I) Software

a. Application Software
i) MS Office

' Word
. Excel

ii) Prograrnming
Languages

b. System Software
(II) Hardware
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below is the Mark Sheet of an IT Quiz Competition.
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worksheet using MS Excel and save it as "Question2" into the folder

the instructions. (5 marks)

(2 marks)worksheet as "Quiz".

"Facult5r" using suitable function according to the following conditions:

from left side of the given Student ID represents Faculty. If the

starts with "AGR"- Agriculture, "SCN"- Science and "MGT"-

(8 marks)

IVIarks for each Student by using the following equation. Write a

to perform this calculation. (5 marks)

of the Word + 30Yo of the Excel + 50yo of the PowerPoint

iteria to fill the "Qualification" column using suitable function.

(8 marks)
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Find the Total Number of Students who got lntermediate Qualification using a

function. (5

g) Create a Column Chart that shows the Total Marks obtained by each Student's

ID. Insert "Quiz Results" as the title of the chart. (

Creatb the following presentation file containing of six

save it as "Question3" into the folder created as per the

slides using MS

instructions. The presen

you are creating should have the following:

a) Use "Oriel" as slide theme of your presentation.

b) Use appropriate slide layout for every slide.

c) Type your Index Number in the first slide.

d) Add'.EUSL" and the "Slide Number" as footer to the slides except for the first

e) Add slide transition sffects between all slides.

0 Add animation effects to the titles in each slide.
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Slide Structure - Good

' Show one point at a time:

r WiII helP audience concentrate on what

you are saying

r Will prevent audience from reading ahad

r Will helP you keep your presentation

focused

Thank You

Strusture - Good

per minute of Your

form, not complete sentences

use key words and phrases

(20 marks)


